


























EliLASER 

The ELEMATIC ELiLASER system consists of one or two laser projectors and the soft-
ware controlling them. The idea is to project the CAD drawing details on the mould sur-
face and install the formwork according to the projection, most efficiently with the 
ELEMATIC fixing system. ELiLASER eliminates errors and increases the accuracy of 
the form building. At the same time, the work phase time can also be reduced drasti-
cally by applying both ELiLASER laser projection system and the ELEMATIC fixing sys-
tem. If the laser projector is used over several stationary moulds, the ELEMATIC 
ELiTRACK system can be installed for moving the laser projector or pair of projectors.

 



EliLASER 

Technical Details laser unit:
Dimensions:  600 x 300 x 180 mm
Weight: 20 kg
System of protection: IP54
Input Voltage: 80-250 VDC 
Power Input: 70 VA
Range of Temperature: 0-40°C
Laser wave length: 532 nm(green)
Laser class: 3B
Aperture angle: 87° x 67 °
Interface: RS232 / RS485

Mounting distance from material upper edge and projection max.size :

Distance h/mm   Projection size with 87° angle    with 67° angle      
2000 3796 2648
3000 5694 3971
4000 7592 5295
5000 9490 6619
7000           13286 9266
9000           17081                                11914

 

 



EliLASER 

PC requirements for control software:
The PC for controlling the laser projector via the control software has to fulfill the fol-
lowing conditions:

-Pentium 133Mhz processor
-16 MB RAM
-20 MB free hard disk storage
-Mouse
-CD-ROM drive,
-Serial interface(COM)
-Graphic board and monitor with a resolution of 800x600 points with 256 colours,
-Working under windows 95/98/NT 4.0/2000/ME/XP.

Software powers:
-Setting of the configuration parameters and 4-point quick calibration. Additionally drift
compensation through an automatic search of the drift sensors.

-Standard import module for DXF- and HPGL-file formats.

-Definition of different projection levels and origins, selection of one or more drawing
layers for the projection, shifting, rotation, alignment of drawings.

-It may be useful to use a remote control for working with the software, if the control
PC is not standing directly next to the working place.

-3- or 7-button radio remote control.

  


